#1 Lea, 13

Wave &
Sunset

“This piece has to do
with the theme
‘Together ApART’
because even if we are
not all together, most
people can see a sunset
from where they are in
the world.”

#3 Ella, 15

Justice

“Through quarantine,
the whole world has
been apart. However
during this time we
have come together to
stand up against racial
injustice.”

#4 Emily, 18

Love Wins

“During quarantine I
have had time to do
what I love with
people I love.
Everyone deserves to
be loved, everyone
should learn to love
themselves, and find
love and compassion
for others.”

#7 Sam, 15

A Different
Point of
View

“This is a piece of a
Cessna Caravan flying
half in the sky and half
in a computer game.
It’s also a program I
use to accomplish my
goals of working with
planes.”

#8 Kacy, 11

Space is
Just a Word

“Even across space we
can come together.”

#9 Audrey, 13

Game of
Chance

“This piece symbolizes
that everything we do
to stop the virus is a
game of chance. The 20
in the middle symbolizes
2020. The dice also
represents that the virus
is a word game we
have to play apart from
each other. ”

#10 Ray, 17

New
Normal

“It’s about showing
affection for loved ones
while remaining
separate. It includes
lots of elements of
Carpinteria (First Beach,
Gerbers, Fosters, etc.).”

#5 Augustin, 19

Get Human

“I was inspired by two
murals I saw while
traveling in Berlin,
along with the symbol
that has been at the
forefront of the Black
Lives Matter
movement.”

#6 Devyn, 14

Reconnectin
g

“Zooming was, at one
point, very important
for communicating
and connecting with
others – so I wanted
to paint it.”

#25 Lucy, 16

Growth

“The smaller flowers
represent individuals
and together they
make up the bigger
flowers. I’d like to
think that individuals
and communities alike
are growing during this
time.”

#26 Edie, 11

Pushing Apart
or Pulling
Together

“Each circle represents
one family or group of
people. My piece shows
how COVID-19 is
pushing us apart. There
are also circles that are
touching. COVID is also
bringing some people
together.”

#11 Bella, 10

Apart But
Always
Together

“Two best friends
looking at the stars.”

#12 Shane, 15

Moonlight

“Together but Apart….”

#13

Melody, 16

Awakenin
g

“Quarantine has been
a way of everyone just
working on
themselves. These past
few months have been
a very eye-opening
spiritual and growing
experience.”

#14 Holly, 16

The Sun

“Not everything is
dark so stop killing the
light.”

#15 Logan, 12

Peace

“After all that is
happening in the world
today, we will find
peace again. The hard
times in life will make
us strong in the end.”

#16 Taison, 12

As One

“Two time zones, one
world. We may be apart,
but we are always
together.”

#17 Celeste, 14

Monarch
Butterfly

“This reminds me of
quarantine because me,
my mom, and my sister
decided to raise some
of them on our
milkweed.”

#18 Raven, 17

6 Feet Apart

“I feel like these recent
times have brought all
of us to create together,
even though we cannot
be physically together.
I hope to portray this in
my piece: 6 Feet Apart.”

#19 Jacob, 12

Broken But
Together

“I believe this piece
speaks for itself….”

#20 Camilla, 14

Street Art

“This represents current
events/news on display
in public, but how
throughout all this, we
are still kept together.”

#21 Emma P., 16

Perspective

“The world before and
during a pandemic.
Some things may have
changed but we are still
connected.”

#22 Anna, 11

Connected
from Afar

“Even though you are
in different time
zones/places, you can
still be connected one
way or another.”

#23 Willie, 15

Pigmentally
Antipodal
Tessellations

“There are a series of
tessellating shapes in
this panel. They are
together in that they
are all the same shape,
and touch each other –
but apart in their
colors.”

#24 Rosita, 12

A Day in the
Life of Me

“This painting is a
collection of the
activities I’ve been
doing lately. I wanted
my painting to be
positive and for me, the
bright side is having
more time to do more
things.”

#27 Aurum/
Argentum,
16

The Bubbles
We Live In

“We all live in our own
little bubbles of
personal space and
people. (Also, the one
on the right is
screaming…).”

#28 Silvie, 12

Drifting
Dandelion

“When I heard ‘Together
Apart’ I thought of a
dandelion because it was
once together and now is
apart.”

#29 Evelyn, 12

Magical
Daydream

“I was inspired by all
the free time during the
pandemic to
daydream…”

#30 Aubrey, 13

Tiny Virus

“I wonder how
something so small
could cause so much
trouble; it makes me
feel small too.”

#31 Mia, 11

Hold My
Hand

“This piece symbolizes
two friends of different
races coming together
through these rough
times, and staying in
touch through
technology.”

#32 Amelia, 10

Look
Around
Look
Around

“This painting is of
what I’ve seen every
day for the past three
months, but my view
and my cat always
make me the happiest.”

#33 Elena, 15

Justice

“Everyone is equal.
Everyone deserves
respect. We will fight
for Justice.”

#34 Sebastian, 11

“Gimme”

“I have a need for
chips, and this painting
represents that want or
need during a
quarantine.”

#35 Ashley, 11

IPUL (Iglesia
Pentecostal Unida
Latino
Americano)

“This represents how
our Church is with us
even though we are in
our own homes. We
are together and united.
Flags represent the
different places we
come from, each
representing a family or
several families.”

#36 Sierra, 16

Media, Marches,
& Movements

“This painting was
inspired by social media’s
influence on the Black
Lives Matter movement.
Even though this pandemic
has made us feel isolated
at times, our ability to
unify in the face of
injustice has been
something that has
brought people together,
even when apart.”

#37 Madison, 14

2020

“We need Justice and
we need to show
PRIDE.”

#38 Clover, 13

Untitled

“Trees are something that
stand alone, but together
they can make something
big and beautiful.”

#39 Jillian, 16

Untitled

“What I think I look like
chilling in my bedroom.
I mostly either took a
nap, read a book, or
watched Netflix during
quarantine. I was a
little lonely at first, but
now I’m used to it.”

#40 Emma L., 18

Organized
Chaos

“I painted a few things
that have been part of
quarantine like masks,
graduation, and wasting
time on my laptop. I also
painted my dogs
because they’ve been
here the whole time too,
and I just felt like trying
to paint them.”

